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His confidant.
So that six years ago, on the night when Arron absolutely counterattacked,
Arron almost slaughtered all the members of the Fu family. However, the Fu
Group did not make a single move.
Not affected at all.
The Fu Group changed hands overnight, which logically caused a commotion
in the city and even the whole country. However, it did not. On the first day
Arron went to the Fu Group to take up his post, all the high-level executives
who held heavy powers looked like old acquaintances and respected them.
The title: “Mr. Fu.”
Since then, the old man of the Fu family and Fu Zhengxiong, Arron’s father,
have discovered that this son is really not easy to mess with.
Although he is not in the Fu Group, he has already controlled the Fu Group in
his hands. The rule that the family business established by the Fu family is not
passed on to illegitimate children, and that illegitimate children do not enjoy
any family treatment, in Arron’s place, were broken.
Arron almost destroyed the Fu family. When only the old man, old lady, father
and aunt were left, he calmly said in front of his father and grandfather: “I
didn’t come to this world voluntarily.
I am not willing to be an illegitimate child.
Since you gave birth to me, I must have the same rights as my half-brothers!
Otherwise, don’t give birth to me!
Of course, you have already paid the price you deserve.

Regret now is of no avail.
The only remedy is not to have illegitimate children in the future! “
The father Fu Hengsheng and Fu Zhengxiong heard these words with infinite
regret in their hearts.
They admitted Arron’s existence on the spot.
Acknowledge that Arron is the newest person in charge of the Fu Group.
Admit that Arron is a genuine descendant of the Fu family!
The reason why Arron was able to get all of this was related to his personal
cruelty and ability, but also to the circle he made friends with.
Everyone knows that he is cruel and disregarding brotherhood.
More than that, the brothers and feet of the real blood relationship, which one
has let him go again? They had participated in the endless pursuit of him.
On the contrary, the brothers he later made friends with, all helped him with
fate, which made him have today’s brilliance and achievements, and these
brothers of Arron are also uncrowned hegemons who dominate one side.
Arron occupies the most core international metropolis in the six provinces of
Xiadong, while Zhong Muzhan occupies the important town in the southwest,
Jiang Chenhe in the north is entrenched in the heavy industry zone, the four
brothers, the middle position is Kraig.
Such four people unite with each other and help each other end to end. In this
era, no one really dared to shake them half.
This is why Arron ranks first in Yuncheng and no one dares to mess with it.
The veteran nobles in Yuncheng were not in Arron’s eyes at all. Those who had
tried to debase and suppress Arron in the past are all living in fear.

How many people from the upper-class pugs of Nancheng generally wait to
make friends with Arron, but Arron rarely participates in such gatherings.
And today, it is also a rare occasion for him to gather with four good brothers
over the years.
There was another reason why Arron had a party with four good brothers, and
that was that he finally found the woman he had been looking for for six years.
He brought his own woman to meet his dead brother today.
However, what did this woman say?
Is she a wine girl?

Chapter 270
When Arron’s expression was gloomy, Kraig at the other end almost laughed
out a goose croak.
Old Fu’s temperament, Kraig, knows best.
Arron was able to counterattack successfully under the circumstances of being
expelled and suppressed by the entire Fu family, that is definitely not an
ordinary ruthless person.
The four brothers of the opposite s3x, although they help each other and
grow stronger together, they are bluntly at the core of Arron.
For six years, everyone was frightened and ruthless, and now he finally met a
man who could hold him seven inches in four or two strokes.
Kraig had noticed it, and Suzi’s expressionless words were worthy of choking
Old Fu to death.

Seeing that the old Fu was speechless for a long time, Kraig joked: “Well, Miss
Shen, the accompaniment girl who can be brought here by the old Fu has no
high standards.”
Suzi: “Uh…thank you.”
Kraig: “Puff…”
“What’s the way for this girl?” Zhong Muzhan turned his head to ask Kraig
who was sitting next to him.
Kraig snorted: “What’s the way? I’m afraid Lao Fu himself has been bypassed.”
The two of them murmured while holding the wine glasses leisurely while
watching Arron’s reaction.
They are clearly watching a good show.
Don’t look at Zhong Muzhan and worry that Arron won’t make peace with
him. At this moment, with Kraig and Jiang Chenhe supporting him, Zhong
Muzhan also wants to see what Arron can make in front of his brothers. .
Arron is a symbol of power in Nancheng, which is frightening.
In private, in front of a few brothers who had died and died, he was able to
relax quite a bit.
They were waiting for Arron to make a fool of himself when Arron’s cell phone
rang. I picked it up and saw that the aunt called.
To Arron, the aunt was an insignificant person.
The reason why Shanna’s mother was reduced to the woman that Fu
Zhengxiong raised outside was clearly handled by the aunt.
If you ask Arron hate it?

Hate it so much!
But the aunt is getting old, and the three sons also left one after another,
leaving her alone in the world enough for her to digest those pains. If Arron
uses his current position to crush the elderly who have no power to restrain
the chicken, outsiders will not see it. Past.
Arron didn’t want to do this.
Since it’s an aunt, you still have to give the noodles.
Pick it up and connect: “Hello.”
“Qin’er!” The aunt called Arron as if she called her own son.
“What’s the matter!” Arron’s tone was cold.
The aunt’s tone was very solemn: “Are you comfortable talking now?”
Arron: “…” He glanced at the people around him, got up and went out.
Suzi was left alone.
Suzi looked calm on the surface, but in fact he was flustered.
She didn’t know who would take her away tonight. She had been in jail,
escaped, and was said to be a dirty woman who harmed the upper circles of
Cloud City.
In fact, she has never done anything like accompany a wine or accompany a
man.
Suzi’s palm was squeezed with sweat, making it sticky.

